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HE QUALITY and

competitiveness of racing at

British tracks has been in the

news on a regular basis these last

few months, particularly with

regard to prize-money levels. 

While prize-money is clearly a powerful

magnet – and was a massive concern even before

the pandemic – there are other influential factors

for a track, such as the reputation of the racing

surface and the propensity for certain ground

conditions. There are a range of sundry influences

too, from geography to facilities to tradition. 

Often, the focus of concern surrounds the field

sizes at a track. But there is more to the quality of

racing than whether an extra 50-1 shot or two takes part. In

most races, a small number of horses take up a big chunk of

the market, and there is a huge difference between races with

two highly competitive horses or three.

So, how do we measure the general quality of a track’s

daily fare? Well, if we consider the record of every horse

switching from one track to another, the difference in

finishing positions gives a powerful measure of the relative

stiffness of the competition. 

For example, if Redcar winners regularly finish well beaten

at Thirsk, and Thirsk winners tend to struggle at Ripon, we

can infer a hierarchy of Ripon > Thirsk > Redcar, for

example.

But we cannot just use winners. We need to consider the

performance of every horse switching tracks, and a powerful

metric to do this is Percentage of Rivals Beaten (PRB). This

is how it works:

If a horse runs third of 11 at Chepstow, it has beaten eight

of its 10 opponents, which is 80%. If that horse goes on to

finish fourth of 11 at Salisbury, it has beaten just 70% of its

rivals there. So, we can reason from this that – all other things

being equal – racing at Salisbury is 10% more competitive

than racing at Chepstow.

To make sure there isn’t something in the direction of the

relationship, we must always also take into account the

reverse course switch  – in this case, horses switching from

Salisbury to Chepstow.

This one data point may not tell us much about the relative

quality of the two tracks, but if 100 runners follow the same

pattern of beating more runners at Chepstow than Salisbury,

we can begin to place more belief in the difference between

tracks.

SING data from British Flat races over the last three

seasons, there are 115,674 instances of horses

running at different tracks on consecutive starts. The

13 most common pairs of tracks are exclusively all-weather

venues.

Now look at Table 1, and this is how to read it: In the first

column is the location of the race, while in the second is the

location of the previous race. Reading along the first row, we

find that there are 1571 instances (N) of horses switching

from Kempton to Wolverhampton. Those races saw 176 wins

(W) and an 11% Strike Rate (SR) and an Impact Value (IV)

of 1.08 – the sample defeated 1.08 times more rivals than

random chance. Finally, in the rightmost column is the

statistic of interest: those 1571 horses defeated 2.44% more

rivals at Wolverhampton than they had at Kempton – the

implication is that racing at Kempton is generally higher

quality than at Wolverhampton.

O allow a hierarchy of courses to emerge, we need to

combine all these pairs into a giant network, a bit like

the internet, where the nodes are courses (instead of

websites) and the links between them are horses switching

from one track to another. To work out which are the most

important nodes, (in other words which racecourses stage the

most competitive racing) we can use some powerful

mathematics specially designed to solve problems like this,

the famous PageRank algorithm developed by Google’s

founders Larry Page and Sergey Brin. PageRank is now used

for a host of problems like this one, but its main function is

the one which made Page and Brin their fortune many times

over, i.e. ranking web pages for your convenience when you

perform a search on some term.

Using the result of every horse switching courses in the

sample, PageRank can swiftly calculate the average change in

PRB for every course taking every other course into account.

At the best courses, horses

will beat a smaller

percentage of the field

because the racing is

better, and this is the

output of the algorithm:

It turns out that racing

on the 10 courses in Table

2 are clearly more

competitive than Britain’s

other tracks. The column
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Table 1: venue changes on consecutive starts for British Flat race horses,
1/1/2019 to 23/10/2021 (three seasons)

Table 2: Britain’s 10 leading
courses by PRB change
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PRB CHANGE shows, for

example, that horses

switching to Ascot from a

British track of average

competition defeat 12.53%

fewer rivals on average, and

horses switching from

Ascot to a British track of

average competition defeat

12.53% more rivals on

average. 

At the other end of the

scale are 10 courses at which horses switching venues

improve their placings the most. It is important to emphasise

that this is only a carefully calculated statistic and no

commentary whatsoever on the management or quality of

these courses as sporting venues. It turns out that Chepstow is

the Flat course where runners fare the best relative to their

endeavours elsewhere (Table 3).

NEWCASTLE HAS BECOME BRITAIN’S
HIGHEST QUALITY AW TRACK

With the impending winter in mind, it might be interesting

for the reader to consider

the hierarchy of all-

weather courses which this

method produces:

Horses switching to and

away from Newcastle do

2.26% better there (by

PRB) than on an average

British track (including

Turf, of course) while horses switching to and from

Wolverhampton do 5.49% better there, so Newcastle has

quickly taken over as Britain’s leading all-weather track by

the metric of competition employed in this study.

CONTEXTUALISING THE JOHNSTON
RACING COURSE RECORD

EARING in mind that this study is generalised over

all types of races, so that it could be that two-year-

old racing follows a slightly different hierarchy than

all races in general, the full hierarchy of British tracks

produced by PageRank is shown in table 5.

With this in hand, we have a measure of how difficult it

should be for Johnston Racing horses to win at each course.

Differences between this and the stable’s actual record at

each course could be instructive.

Some of the sample-sizes are so small as to make the

observed PRB meaningless, but there is still a rank

correlation coefficient (a measure of the strength of the

relationship between two rankings on a scale of 0 to 1) of 0.42

between the stable’s record at each course and the hierarchy

of courses. What may be interesting is that the top four turf

tracks (for which there is a reasonable amount of data) are the

stiff tracks of Carlisle, Bath, Beverley and Hamilton, whereas

some of the tracks where the stable’s runners have done less

well than expected of late (at least by PRB) are faster tracks

such as Redcar, Ripon, Yarmouth, Windsor and Ayr.

T may be interesting to ponder the stable’s record at the

Top 10 venues. Given the quality of the competition,

Johnston Racing runners have done outstandingly well at

Newmarket (particularly the July course) and Goodwood and

less well of late at Doncaster, Newbury and Sandown. Given

that the July course and Goodwood stage their most important

fixtures in midsummer, this gives a clue that ground

conditions are influential in the stable’s fortunes, as covered

in other studies.
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Table 3: Britain’s 10 trailing
courses by PRB change

Table 4: Britain’s AW courses
ranked by PRB change

Table 5: The quality of racing at British tracks by PageRank, 
showing Johnston Racing record, 2019-2021


